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Sissy Ridiculed For His Shortcomings - A Tale of Crossdressing and Humiliation 2015-02-25

gym instructor is ridiculed and humiliated in front of his female class. Bart flexes his muscles impressing the female students in his gym class but when he is caught with his pants down and with women’s panties on his inner sissy on display for the world to see exposed and vulnerable for further humiliation this 6,000 word short story contains adult themes of crossdressing sissification feminization male humiliation and should be read by adult only. Keywords: sissy, crossdressing, sissification, feminization, male humiliation.

Sissy Assignments 2015-01-16

Welcome to the second edition of public humiliation assignments for the sissy boi. It is always important to continue your practice whether you are a full fledged sissy boi or simply beginning your sissy training. There are certain sissy training tasks that can be completed to help your mistress master better learn where you are in your training physically, mentally and emotionally. These sissy assignments will also help to push you in the right direction toward your end goal of becoming who you really are. Some of the
sissy humiliation tasks in this course you will find more difficult than others completing them will make you into a more well rounded and individual sissy these tasks should be taken extremely seriously and finished to completion in a timely manner doing so will help show your devotion and commitment to your sissy transformation pushing your boundaries can be tedious and frightening at times but you must remember that everything you do has a purpose take care to keep a progress report and progress photos when necessary this will help both you and your mistress master realize how far you have come in your sissy training it will also help be a judge as to where your training should proceed from here some of these sissy public humiliation tasks will need to be completed more than once to get their full effect you should use your judgment and be truthful with yourself in your progress report as to whether you feel you received the full desired effect from each assignment

**Sissy Humiliation Assignments 2018-08-08**

choosing to become a proper sissy boi for your mistress is a huge step you are going to have to completely put your trust in her these sissy boi humiliation assignments are designed to better break you down and help you transform yourself into the proper little sissy boi you want to be you must always push your limits during your sissy training so that you can move
forward and achieve your goals show your mistress that you are devoted to both her and continuing your sissy boi training by completing these 25 sissy humiliation assignments you are sure to find some of these public humiliation assignments more difficult than others but you will find it is all worth it in the end you will feel demeaned humiliated and worthless but slowly achieving your goals and having your dream of becoming a true sissy boi become a reality makes it all worth it

Sissy Bar Sets The Scene For Public Humiliation - A Tale of Sissification and Feminization 2015-02-26

would you take centre stage in a night club dressed as a crossdressing sissy this is precisely the decision garth has to make when he is caught by his colleague while wearing women’s panties and bent over pruning flowers lena suddenly begins to poke fun at him and make him centre of attention and when garth asks what it would take for the teasing to stop the last thing he expected was to showcase his inner sissy in public this 6000 word short story contain mature themes of crossdressing sissification feminization sissy training and should be read by adults only
Sissy Is Locked In Chastity, Dressed In Pink Panties And Humiliated On An Evening Out - A Tale of Sissification and Feminization 2019-04

how much humiliation can a curious sissy handle joshua meets madeleine at a bar and the couple have an instant connection the stunning blonde has a cruel streak and has a bet with joshua sure she would win the winner deciding the events of the evenings unaware of her devious ways joshua falls into madeline s trap and quickly finds himself on the receiving end of a lesson in sissification crossdressing and feminization this 6 000 word short story contains adult themes of crossdressing sissification feminization male humiliation and should be read by adult only

Sissy Small P**** Humiliation - A Tale of Feminization and Crossdressing 2010-08

tiny d ck sissy talks a big game and learns a harsh lesson in humility houston s continuous brags about the size of his package starts to get on mary s nerves mary the ticket taker can t fathom just why the janitor is keen on sharing the size of his apparent well above average endowment and simply
dismisses Houston's pathetic attempts at flirting but when she catches him in the midst of a misguided perverted act she decides to teach him a lesson and see if what he is bragging about is true and yanks his pants down revealing the true size of his manhood a mere spectacle of what Houston claimed it was an amused Mary decides to turn the once obnoxious janitor into her obedient small dicked sissy this 6000 word short story contains mature themes of sissification and crossdressing and should be read by adults only

**Tales of Sissy Humiliation! 2023-06-30**

This is a fantastic sissy multipack for all you keen on sissy feminization and humiliation sissy exposed in coffee shop then sissifed humiliated back home so you notice your barista is a hot athletic fierce babe well guess what she just noticed those panties you've got on underneath your jeans and she is in no mood to let it slide in fact she already has a plan in place to make you her subservient sissy slut let the sissy transformation and domination begin salesman to sissy assistant your the hot out of office salesman and you ve got a new boss only thing is your new boss is a woman and a woman who won t put up with your bs not only that she has some very clear plans about how to put you and the other men in the office in your place crawling naked or maybe in a tiny little thong if you're lucky by her side that is this story has lots of classic sissy punishment humiliation and worship of superior women
made a sissy inside and outside the workplace so you’ve been made a sissy at work and you thought that things couldn’t get any more humiliating or degrading think again now it’s time to extend your sissy life beyond the 9 to 5 your beautiful and dominant mistress knows exactly how to control you dominate you and bring out your feminine side one of my favorite stories a really sissy pleaser and how about a freebie sissy reality tv degredationthis is a wild totally filthy tale of a sissy who gets caught pleasuring himself without permission what follows is the purest form of sissy punishment pleasure and humiliation at the hands of an incredibly strong beautiful and totally dominant woman this one will get your heart beating if you know what i mean

Sissy Humiliation Assignments # 2 2019-05-04

welcome to the second edition of humiliation assignments for the sissy boi each and every one of these tasks are designed to help you achieve your goals and moving your sissy transformation forward it doesn’t matter if you are a full fledged sissy boi or someone who is simply exploring the possibilities of becoming a sissy boi these tasks are exactly what you need sissy transformation takes time energy and a lot of practice on a daily weekly and even monthly basis completing every single one of these tasks in the highest of standards will move you further toward your end goal prove your dedication
to your training to not only your mistress master but also yourself you will find a lot of these tasks push your limits but as a practicing sissy boi that is incredibly important pushing your boundaries will prepare you for the next phase of your sissy training keep a progress report or photos when applicable for yourself and your mistress master to go over at a later date in these reports you should note how you felt before the task during completion of the task and how you feel now that you have completed the task all of this information will be combined and sorted your mistress master will then use this information to better decide where your training should proceed from here they may decide that it is best for you to repeat several of these sissy tasks before moving onto the next chapter in your sissy transformation

Sissy Humiliation 2009-02-17

sissy man ridiculed and sissified david is a smaller man five seven 140 pounds he enjoys going to a local tavern where a bartender lisa works she constantly makes fun of his small size and clothing calling him a sissy and prissy whenever he tries to get around to asking her out he keeps trying until finally she tells him she will entertain on one condition this 6000 word short story contains adult themes of femdom sissification crossdressing feminization male humiliation and should be read by adults only keywords femdom sissification crossdressing feminization male humiliation
Clueless Sissy Is Ridiculed and Humiliated in His Sissy Panties - a Tale of Forced Feminization Sissification and Crossdressing 1901

virgin sissy is publicly ridiculed humiliated and taunted for his teeny weeny manhood walt thinks he's a big shot loan officer parading around acting as if he's a sexual beast especially to the secretarial pool at work janice becomes sick of his boasts and sets him up for ridicule walk foolishly takes the bait and becomes the subject of her plan of sissification humiliation and public sph taunting this 6000 word short story contains adult themes of crossdressing sissification feminization male humiliation small penis humiliation and should be read by adult only

Sissy Employee Is Humiliated In An Afternoon Of Feminization And Femdom - A Tale of Sissification and Feminization 2017-09-16

sissy employee is ridiculed and humiliated in woman's panties when the owner's daughter kylie discovers one of the employee's wearing women's underwear
the seductive girl decides abuse her power to ridicule and humiliate the unexpected sissy this 6000 word short story includes adult themes of sissification feminization humiliation femdom and should be read by adults only keywords transgender sissy crossdressing sissification feminization femdom humiliation

**Enforced Humiliation of a Sissy Maid 2011-11-08**

a beautiful wife a large house and ownership of a chain of supermarkets does not guarantee success for stephen his descent into alcoholism threatens everything he has worked for but his wife has the answer to save everything he is forced to agree to become suzy a mere cleaning maid punished frequently made to carry out more and more humiliating work from morning till night he gradually become nothing more than a servile maid losing in the process the last vestiges of the man he will never be again

**Sissy Is Paraded In His Posh Hotel And Humiliated By His Cruel Maid - A Tale of Sissification and**
womanising sissy is taught a lesson in humility and discipline colin is a crude man who thinks women are born to serve him as the manager of ritzy hotel the chauvinistic womanising pervert constantly makes crude remarks towards his desk clerk cassie cassie constantly thwarts his advances but when the persistent manager continues to pester her the naughty blonde has an idea an idea where she plans on eventually emasculating her boss humiliating him in the most public way possible this 6 000 word short story contains adult themes of crossdressing sissification feminization facesitting and should be read by adult only keywords crossdressing sissification feminization facesitting sissy crossdresser

latisha has tried every gentle approach with her obnoxious boyfriend treating him with respect and offering him every naughty adventure in the bedroom but she is unable to tame her rude partner with her sexual charms the stunning
women decides to teach her ungrateful boyfriend the ultimate lesson as she decides to tame him into an unrecognisable sissy this 6 000 word short story contains adult themes of crossdressing sissification feminization male humiliation and should be read by adult only keywords crossdressing sissification feminization sissy male humiliation

Sissy Punishment - A Tale of Crossdressing, Feminization and Transformation 2013-02

sissy is punished in her panties jaron s crush on his friend belle leads him into an unexpected predicament the couple share an apartment after their college graduation and the curious man develops a thirst for her underwear wearing her skimpiest outfits jared s struts around his roommates knickers embracing his feminine side and when bella starts to suspect he is fondling her delicates she decides to teach jared the ultimate in sissy humiliation and punishment this 6000 word short story contains mature themes of feminization crossdressing sissification and should be read by adults only keywords feminization crossdressing sissification sissy training femdom
Sissy Is Caught On Camera And Publicly Humiliated In An Evening Of Forced Feminization, Crossdressing And Sissification! 2022-05-02

crossdressing sissy ben and his misdeeds is caught on camera ben has the hots for his neighbour sicily so much so that he finds her spare key sneaks in and starts messing with her undergarments little does ben know that his every movement is caught on her security camera and so when she watches a replay of the recording she gives the infatuated male two options the easy way out of one which involves an evening of crossdressing public humiliation and sissification this 6 000 word short story contains adult themes of crossdressing sissification public humiliation and should be read by adults only keywords sissification sissy sissies feminization feminized crossdresser crossdressing

Sissy Boyfriend Is Punished - A Tale Of Crossdressing And Feminization 2020-04-06

girlfriend sissifies her boyfriend donning him in the tightest cheerleader outfit andy s facesitting fetishes start to get a little too much for sierra
and refuses to back down to her polite requests intent on teaching him a lesson in respect the beautiful blonde catches her lover fondling her dirty panties for his own pleasure the devious girlfriend turns the tables and starts to humiliate and sissify her boyfriend in an evening he will never forget this 6 000 word short story contains adult themes of crossdressing sissification feminization male humiliation and should be read by adult only keywords crossdressing feminization sissification male humiliation sissy sissy training crossdresser

**Dressed In Panties, Humiliated and Paraded In Public - A Tale of Forced Feminization, Crossdressing and Sissification 2010-04**

paraded and taunted around town dressed in pink underwear justin had been given a lifeline after he had lost his job his best friend had offered him a room with him and his mom justin s appreciation very quickly turned to perverted curiosity as he struggled to fight the temptation to rifle through his best friend s mom s underwear drawer curiosity soon turned into embarrassment as he is caught red handed by the very woman who s panties he was wearing not one to miss a chance to punish justin finds himself surrendering to the older woman s demands as she intends on feminizing and
humiliating justin in public this 6 000 word short story contains adult themes of crossdressing sissification feminization male humiliation and should be read by adult only keywords feminization sissification sissy training sissy maid crossdressing crossdresser male humiliation

500+ Sissy Affirmations 2018-06-15

within this extensive compilation lie an array of affirmations tailored meticulously to instill a profound sense of humiliation while fostering your surrender encompassing a broad spectrum of subjects such as feminization servitude obedience chastity and more each thoughtfully chosen phrase serves as a catalyst evoking vulnerability compliance and relinquishment through this process you shall delve into uncharted facets of your being unveiling a side previously unknown as you continuously recite and internalize these demeaning affirmations an extraordinary transformation of your mindset will transpire you will uncover the ability to derive pleasure from your submission wholeheartedly embracing your subservient role within your relationships with owners dominants or masters surrendering to the desires of your dominant every affirmation will fortify your dedication to serve and gratify thus bringing you closer to embodying your dominant s vision of an ideal submissive sissy this literary composition is not for the faint hearted it beckons those who yearn for the exquisitely woven tapestry of humiliation
and submission it extends an invitation for you to explore your deepest longings relinquishing all control and surrendering to the sublime pleasures of submission immersing yourself in its pages you will unearth a realm abundant with exhilarating humiliation and unparalleled personal growth do not delay another moment in embracing the power of humiliation and submission take the leap today and embark on a voyage towards absolute surrender embrace your desires embrace your rightful place in life and succumb to the intoxicating bliss of playful humiliation and submission

Caught Crossdressing 2010-07-24

book description tim finds out his long time innocent childhood crush alice has been secretly meeting with an older man humiliation and shame brings out the sissy in him and tim escapes by becoming penny after transformative night from being dolled up by stolen make up clothes from various women including alice and tim s very own mother penny gets revenge on alice the only way a sissy knows how seductive revenge and soon becomes addicted to the thrilling rush of crossdressing and the associated suspenseful risky sissy experiences but penny is soon caught and her dirty little secret is soon out of the bag how does she keep people quiet how does penny feel about herself her identity and her sexuality does penny go crawling back home to beg forgiveness or start a new life will she continue on her sissy journey or go back to her
miserable boring life living as a male about the author queen violet is a talented brand spanking new author who draws from butt loads of real life experience to add true life to her writing this book is perfect for those who love the sneaking humiliation sadistic voyeurism and revenge aspect of being a sissy the book is a stand alone hea but leaves space for a sequel reviews a sexy story written by an author with a lot of real experience very talented first time author with a coherent story that hits all the beats can t wait to read more so nice to see a hea story that truly covers both sissy and transgender romance

Precious 1901

bonus this edition contains a precious discussion guide and an excerpt from sandra novack s everyone but you the summer of 1978 ten year old vicki anderson rides her bike to the local park and goes missing her tight knit blue collar pennsylvania neighborhood where children roam the streets at night playing lightning tag aboveground pools sparkle in backyards and flowers scent the air will never be the same down the street from vicki s house another family is in crisis troubled by her past headstrong natalia kisch has abandoned her husband and two daughters for another man frank kisch grappling with his anger is left to raise their girls alone oblivious to his daughters struggles with both disappearances eva seventeen plunges into an
affair with her married high school teacher and nine year old sissy escapes
to a world of imagination and storytelling that becomes so magical it pierces
the reality of the everyday when natalia unexpectedly returns the struggles
and tensions that have built over the summer erupt into a series of events
that change the kischers irrevocably forcing them to piece together their
complicated pasts and commitments to each other in this haunting atmospheric
debut sandra novack examines loss loyalty and a family in crisis lyrical and
elegiac precious illuminates our attempts to make sense of the volatility
that surrounds and consumes us and explores our ability even during the most
trying times to remember and hold on to those we love most

Makings of a Sissy 2018-10-07

be careful who you submit to online persuading a young woman he has met
online to dominate him stephen morris falls more and more under the spell of
the mysterious princess ella he performs humiliating tasks to amuse her and
parts with his hard earned cash for the privilege desperate to serve his
princess and leave his girlfriend he suggests a blackmail contract that will
make him princess ella s pet for life but stephen signs up for more than he
bargained for and soon realises his princess can make him do anything she
wants whether he likes it or not this is book 1 in the mistress ella
blackmail series a femdom findom forced feminisation sissy short story
The Sissy Contract 2018-07-26

d this book is about the new life of a sissy maid it includes female domination
male submission spankings strappings canings whipping sexual services to both
sexes bondage corner time cross dressing and the humiliation of the sissy
maid

A Sissy Maids Life, a Sissy Maid Missy Series, Part Three 2003-09

this is a compilation of over 150 sissy training exercises that will benefit
the mistress master as well as the self trained sissy boi these sissy
training exercises should be used as a handy training tool to polish sissy
slave skills into absolute perfection following these tasks on a day to day
basis will turn your sissy boi into the proper sissy slave that is desirable
to both parties these sissy training tasks are designed to slowly take away a
sissy s manhood and transform them into a much more feminine creature this
collection includes sissy humiliation assignments public humiliation
assignments sissy maid assignments sissy holiday assignments sissy chastity
assignments and more take advantage of this great opportunity and take your sissy training to the next level

**Sissy Assignments 1901**

three of j s lee s juicy stories in one package when husbands start to turn into sissy girls it s up to their wives to take control and punish them for their slutty and secretive behavior the feminization of humiliation of these sissies is sure to turn on any fan of the fetish stories include smile for the cameracaught wearing pantiesfriday night cuckold

**Wives Punish Their Sissy Husbands**

teenage stuart was uncontrollable after the divorce acting up as young lads will when they think they ve become the man of the house carole can t cope her sister suggests petticoat punishment and volunteers to do it so he s delivered into the hands of sister janet and her daughter joanne for the summer holidays who proceed to dress him and make him behave like a six year old girl training him first in the house then taking him out to the fairground the beach and out shopping in town at the end of the holidays he s so feminised that he s sent to a girls school to learn to be a maid when he leaves
Stuart’s Little-Girl Humiliation

oh my god that is soooooooooo tiny denna squealed as she pointed at her neighbours crotch jake tried to impress his neighbour a little too hard he ends up causing a scene and finds his swim trunks are yanked down in front of denna and her friends and it was no surprise that they started pointed and laughing as the embarrassed male found he was naked and exposed in front of the unforgiving woman this 3 000 word short story contains scenes of clothed female naked male public humiliation sissy training and should be read by adults only keywords sissy cfnm male humiliation female domination femdom sissy training

CFNM Public Humiliation Of The Teeny Tiny Sized Sissy - A Naughty Femdom Sissy Training Short Story

when jason gets caught spying on his sister s friends while they are in the shower the girls get revenge now jason is at the mercy of a group of women who want nothing more than to turn him into a sissy slut good for only pleasing the group as jason learns to submit to samantha the girl s leader he begins to accept his new role as jamie the cute little sissy who belongs to samantha warning this 12 500 word story contains forced feminization
humiliation spanking and one weak willed man who secretly yearns to be turned into an obedient sissy

**Sissy Slumber Party (Femdom, Feminization, Forced feminization, humiliation, sissy training, sissification, transgender, crossdressing)**

5 stories of sissy feminization this scorching hot bundle includes 5 sexy tales of sissy feminization included in this bundle are sissy training the panty thief sissy chastity training the bounty hunter sissy humiliation sissy punished in an afternoon of sissification and facesitting pegging the sissy this 30 000 word bundle contains adult themes including feminization sissification sissy maid and should be read by adults only

**Sissy Feminization - From Alpha Male to Feminized Sissy - 5 Book Bundle - Volume 13**

drawn from events that really happened this is the story of a normal man blackmailed and forced by his wife to serve as her personal maid not content with his humiliation and servitude she pushes him deeper and deeper into
forced feminisation his final downfall comes when she pushes him in to dating a man leading to addiction rape and kidnap this is vivid femdom tv fiction at its very best thrilling exciting and very very thought provoking

**Forced to Be a Sissy Maid**

okay i know you know what i m talking about here you see two older women immaculately dressed incredibly hot bodies an air of sophistication about them and all you can think is about being dominated humiliated and punished by the pair of them in tandem right don t even try and lie you little sissy boy i know exactly what you want well how about imagining that both of them have already spotted you already know your little secret yes that s right they know that you are a panty wearing perv who gets off from fantasizing all things sissy guess what happens next yes that s right these two women promptly and firmly inform you that you are now their plaything and after sorting you out in the cafe ooops watch for sissy leakage they give you a further session back at your place later you d better not disappoint them or your punishment could get even worse true sissy boys will love this tale and i ve only gone and thrown in a story of more sissy degradation and frilly humiliation for free well what are you waiting for enjoy xx
Sissy for Two Milfs! Double the Domination...

yhey say hell has no fury like a woman scorned our hero finds this out the hard way when a former girlfriend invites him to a party and exposes him in front of all their work colleagues as a cross dresser oh the awful humiliation

Involuntary Sissy

catched red handed in high end silk underwear and extra sexy gowns the humiliation had only just begun it should have been an ordinary spring break holiday at a beach house but what was meant to be routine and expected was anything but cruz had found the underwear stash of his best friend s stunning milf the high end silky underwear and mouthwateringly sexy gowns whispered for his attention cruz thought he was all alone he should have been all alone just a quick twirl he convinced himself slip the sexy ladies panties on and take a sneaky pirouette no one would find out what could go wrong this 6 000 word short story contains adult themes of crossdressing sissification feminization male humiliation and should be read by adult only keywords sissification sissy sissy training sissy maid forced feminization crossdressing crossdresser
Sissified and Feminized At The Beach House! - A Tale of Forced Feminization and Crossdressing

this is the second part of the story of a man who yearned to be dominated by his beautiful wife and the wife who wanted so much to make her husband’s fantasies all come true within this exciting and erotic tale you will find domination cuckolding chastity enforced sissyfication corporal punishment and humiliation in the seventeen chapters of this book sissy melissa’s frustration and humiliation are pushed to ever greater heights as he is dressed as a school girl and put in detention placed under the authority of his wife’s best friend governess lorraine whipped by his wife’s lover forced to serve his wife’s lover’s brother rejected and humiliated at christmas and finally endures the ultimate humiliation when made to perform for the birthday of his beautiful wife’s lover

Wives Punish Their Sissy Husbands

oh hello there little sissy boi well you’re in for a treat with this my first story multi pack we’ve got everything that perverted little beta sissies like you enjoy spankings panties dominant women cfnm plugs thongs feminization public humiliation self facials small penis humiliation forced bi or maybe
not so forced and did i mention panties 1 my boss made me her sissysuper hot boss a classic alpha woman and guess what she views you as beta sissy boy material you can expect lots of humiliation sph cfnm panties well i ll leave some things to your imagination but believe me this ticks all the sissy boxes i know you crave 2 no choice but to be her sissy another super hot strong confident luxuriously sexy alpha woman looks like it s more humiliation degradation and feminization for you doesn t it lots of lovely punishment and female worship here for you to get that little sissy clitty all excited over enjoy 3 the barista made me her own personal sissy one of my favourites because it s based on a true experience the humiliation and punishment gets taken up another notch on this one as the stunningly attractive barista spots your panties poking out above your trousers well guess what she s into it but only on her terms of course not content with humiliating you one on one she decides to take you to visit her friends in the lingerie department of the big department store trust me sissy boi if you crave group humiliation forced sissy antics and the biggest sissy desires imaginable being met and more then this one is for you

The Making of a Sissy Maid Pt2

slutty college dancer taunts and humiliates a pathetic male peggy was the hottest dancer in the college dance team she knew it the rest of the team
knew it and james knew it the sad male was in an entirely different league to peggy but this didn t stop him trying to get her attention in more than one way but when he finally got the beautiful dancer s attention he was the subject of her ridicule taunts and public humiliation this 3 000 word short story contains themes of femdom female domination male humiliation taunting and should be read by adults only keywords female led relationship backdoor training domme femdom female domination

**Sissy Multipack**

dickens and popular entertainment is the first extended study of this vital aspect of dicken s life and work ranging widely through showmen s memoirs playbills advertisements journals drawings and imaginative literature paul schlicke explores the ways in which dickens channelled his love of entertainment into incomparable artistry circus fair theatre and street performances provided the novelist with subject matter and with the sources of imaginative stimulus essential to his art splendidly illustrated with nineteenth century engravings many reprinted here for the first time this study offers a challenging reassessment of nicholas nickleby the old curiosity shop and hard times it shows the important place entertainment held in dicken s journalism and presents an illuminating perspective on the public readings which dominated the last twelve years of his life
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